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Good afternoon, my name is Albert Fox Cahn, and I serve as the Legal Director for the New York Chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (“CAIR-NY”). CAIR-NY is a leading civil rights advocacy organization for the Muslim community here in New York City and across New York State. I am proud to testify today in support of our colleagues at the New York City Commission on Human Rights (the “Commission”) and their indispensable work to counter discriminatory harassment. Moreover, I applaud Chair Mealy for calling for today’s hearing on this vital topic.

In 2016 and 2017, New York’s Muslim communities have witnessed a historic rise in discrimination, harassment and hate crimes. Nationwide, CAIR recorded a 65% increase in anti-Muslim bias incidents between 2014 and 2016, with a 580 percent increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes. The increase was even more dramatic in New York State, where the number of anti-Muslim bias incidents rose 560% in 2016 alone.

This climate is truly unprecedented, as we witness elected officials at the highest levels of government normalize anti-Muslim bigotry. Tellingly, half of the hate crimes we recorded in New York in 2016 took place in just the final seven and a half weeks of the year, immediately following the Presidential election. Additionally, 2016 saw the growth of anti-Muslim hate groups, which nearly tripled in 2016 according to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC).

2017 is on pace to see even higher levels, with a 24 percent national increase in anti-Muslim bias incidents and a 91 percent national increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes. Behind each of these statistics is a heartbreaking story, lives forever changed by hatred and violence.

On September 13, 2017, two men allegedly beat up a Muslim vendor in Bushwick, cursing: “Mother fucker, you Muslim,” and “Go back to your country” because the vendor had the ill-fortune of not having change for $20. A few hours earlier, at a subway stop in Queens, two Jewish Orthodox women, who were mistaken to be Muslim, were allegedly beaten by a man who screamed, “get out of my country, you dirty Muslim.” In June, a letter left at a mosque in Manhattan allegedly threatened a “massacre ‘on a scale never seen before.’” Of course, we cannot forget the heinous double murders that happened in August 2016, when two Muslim men were killed in Queens as they returned home from their local mosque.

Regrettably, due to a change in our data-collection methodology, we can’t speak to the exact change in the rate of discriminatory harassment incidents, but given the anecdotal information and other trends, we believe the uptick was severe. Throughout this trying time, the New York City
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Commission on Human Rights has been a leading supporter of Muslim New Yorkers generally and our work at CAIR-NY specifically. They have partnered with our organization for a variety of projects, including the I Am Muslim NYC solidarity campaign and the forthcoming Muslim community surveys. Since President Trump’s first Muslim Ban executive order, Commission staffers stood side-by-side with CAIR-NY and other community advocates to tell Muslim New Yorkers that our city will continue to defend them against bias and discrimination. Sadly, we have an uphill fight.

President Trump’s anti-Muslim and anti-Immigrant rhetoric have driven countless New Yorkers into the shadows; discriminatory policies like the Muslim Bans and repeal of DACA make many undocumented Muslim victims unwilling to report their crimes. More directly, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (“ICE’s”) expanded enforcement in sensitive locations, such as schools, hospitals, and even courthouses, has made it much harder for community based organizations to convince clients to pursue justice by reporting their incidents to law enforcement or the Commission. Even though we are able to reassure clients that city officials won’t ask about immigration status, we must admit that ICE has targeted witnesses and victims before.

This new enforcement paradigm creates opportunities for criminals and scam artists to target immigrant communities. We’ve seen a rise in extortion attempts, where criminals pretend to be ICE agents, shaking down victims for bribes at the threat of immediate deportation. We’ve seen reports of merchants who refuse to deliver merchandise and threaten to report their victims to immigration officials. While we assist some of these victims with reporting their experience to city officials, all too often the victims are too scared to do anything, fearful that the person who targeted them will make good on their threat to call ICE.9 Such immigration concerns are only relevant to a small subset of the Muslim community, but it is the same subset that is disproportionately the victim of hate crimes and harassment.

Let me be clear, ICE’s courthouse operations have become a nationwide epidemic, and New York is no exception.10 According to publicly available data, there were at least thirty-eight courthouse arrests in New York State in early 2017,11 of which nineteen occurred here in New York City.12 This included ICE operations in the Queens County human trafficking court, an outrageous attempt to target some of the most vulnerable victims of crime. We have already seen more courthouse arrests under the Trump Administration than in the last two years of the Obama presidency combined.13
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Furthermore, Muslim New Yorkers know that New York City Police Department (“NYPD”) surveillance data is routinely shared with federal counterparts, with no protections to block its use by ICE in immigration enforcement. For this reason, and in light of the NYPD’s long-documented and discriminatory targeting of Muslim New Yorkers, this community is even more likely than other immigrant populations to be fearful of courthouse arrests.

For years, NYPD targeted majority Muslim communities and Muslim families with unlawful and unconstitutional surveillance. It spied on entire mosques and labeled some local businesses as “place[s] of concern” just because they had customers of middle-eastern descent. As a result, some Muslim New Yorkers have self-censored their religious practices. Although they continue to unapologetically practice their faith, some have stopped attending their places of worship, and those who continue to attend services often do so in a climate of suspicion, fearing that a friendly co-congregant may secretly be an undercover officer. Furthermore, some Muslim New Yorkers are refraining from wearing a beard, a headscarf, or other visible signifiers of their religion.

Muslim student groups have also faced widespread and discriminatory surveillance. New York’s Muslim Student Associations have been targeted with informants and undercover officers for as little as organizing a rafting trip, or having members deemed “politically active.” This targeting has resulted in self-censorship and disengagement by many students. According to a Muslim student at Hunter College, many feared that they would be spied upon for political engagement. A CUNY student said that she did not know who to trust anymore. At Brooklyn College, following disclosure of on campus surveillance by NYPD, attendance of Islam Awareness Week events plummeted. One CUNY student withdrew from Muslim Student Association events after police came to his home to question him about his political opinions. While the worst documented abuses may have ceased with the disbandment of the NYPD’s “Demographics Unit,” many Muslim students still fear speaking in class about political issues, worried that they will be misinterpreted and investigated. Younger students have not been immune to this. Some educators have sought
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Know-Your-Rights workshops to quell student fears of surveillance for children as young as eleven.  In this way, we see NYPD’s surveillance practices as a structural barrier to the ability of Muslim New Yorkers to vindicate their rights against discriminatory harassment. We’re hopeful that with the passage of the POST Act and other much needed reform measures, this council can create a climate that will assist the Commission and community-based organizations with this vital work.
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